Programs
The Library on Wheels offers free programs brought direct to your
community. Our programs are designed to stimulate the mind and to
promote healthy living. We’ll work with you to schedule a program during
one of your regularly scheduled monthly stops. Most of the programs are
designed to be about 45 minutes long. Residents will still be able to enter
the bookmobile to return or checkout material. To schedule a program at
your site please call (415) 557-4336.

Guidelines for Requesting Programming
• Programs are first come first serve.

• Programs are limited by availability of supplies and scheduling.
• Programs must be booked at least 2 months in advance.
• Only 4 programs per facility per year

• Facility must provide necessary space to conduct program

• Please inform librarian in advance of any special needs participants may
have (e.g. food allergies)
• Programs cancelled by either site or MOS may not be able to be
rescheduled

Contact Information

Jeremy Jacinto
Adult Librarian
Mobile Outreach Services
(415) 557-4336
Jeremy.Jacinto@sfpl.org
www.sfpl.org
100 Larkin St.
San Francisco, CA 94102

Library on Wheels
San Francisco Public Library
Schedule of Programs

July – December 2017
“Library programs brought directly to you.”
Mobile Outreach Services
(415) 557-4336

Crafts

Kusudama

Book Hedgehog

Recycle old books
by turning them
into cute little
hedgehogs. Help us
give our old books
a new purpose by
folding books into a
piece of art. Each hedgehog will be
unique and therefore deserving of a
fun name.

A Japanese
based origami
art in which a fantastic
paper flower is created.
It looks complex but is
actually very easy to put together.

Little
Notebooks

Coloring
for Adults

Coloring is a
relaxing, almost
meditative, activity that provides an artistic outlet
for adults. We have hundreds of
different designs from animals to
cityscapes to abstract patterns to
choose from. Colored pencils will
be provided as well as basic color
theory for those who are interested.

Cork & Succulent
Magnets

These are incredibly
easy crafts to make
that look beautiful
and will last for a
long time with very little watering.
This craft encourages up-cycling by
re-using old corks that might have
otherwise been thrown away.

Felt Projects
Various items
put together
using colorful
pieces of felt.

Healthy Body
Chair Yoga

A gentler form of
yoga, practiced while
sitting, that deepens
flexibility and strengthen personal
body awareness. Chair yoga is
appropriate for most people,
including those in wheel chairs.

Create small
but colorful
notebooks with
a unique flare.

Healthy Minds

Stamps

Stimulate the mind with library
provided iPads and their apps
designed to reinforce strong &
healthy minds

Create designs
with a wide variety of stamps
and colors.

Food Demonstrations
World Bites*

Enjoy a demonstration that shows the
preparation and
brief history of
international treats.
Best of all, it’s followed by a sampling
of the treat itself. Due to supplies,
this is limited to a group of 25
people or less. Currently, we’ll be
demonstrating how to prepare the
Filipino dish lumpia, a type of egg
roll served with a dipping sauce.
Other culinary options are sure to
be added to our menu.
*We will only be scheduling one food
demonstration per month and each
facility may request 1 food demonstration per year.

Memory Supporting Apps
with the iPad

Reminiscing Kits

Stimulate the mind by rekindling
old memories through one of
our 10 Reminiscing Kits. These
kits are created for caregivers to
use with in reminiscing sessions
with aged groups or one on one.
Each kit has objects and media to
promote reminiscing. Call us for our
complete list of kit themes.

Learning & Technology
eLearning: Book-a-Librarian

Reserve a time for basic tech
support for any of your residents
with questions about computers, cell
phones, tablets, social networking,
ebooks, etc. Patrons might request
time to learn
how to use the
library catalog
to download or
request books

or maybe how to set up a Facebook
page. The librarian will provide
answers and assistance based on a
first come, first serve basis.

Library Services Refresher

A presentation of the services and
benefits provided by the public
library and more specifically the
Library on Wheels from a friendly
librarian, happy to answer any
questions. Good for residents
or new activity directors. We
recommend scheduling this at least
once a year for new residents.

Book Club in a Box

Start a book club with
one of our all-in-one boxes
including books and a binder of
information & discussion questions
(a list of Book Club in Box titles is
available upon request). We can
also help you order multiple copies
of another title that isn’t included
in our boxed list for already
established book clubs.

Music

Singalong to Irish &
American Folk Songs*

Our resident librarian-musician,
accompanied by her mandolin,
will play a short set of folk songs
that are sure to get people
humming. Her songs will conjure
old memories from the past with a
musical trip through time. Audience
participation encouraged but
not required. Just listening is ok.
Requests considered!
*Due to availability this program will
only be scheduled once a month.

